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1 - $100

■Hang gliding



1 - $200

■ Scuba diving
■ Sledging
■ Snowboarding …

■ Name 3 outdoor activities 
starting with the letter S.



1 - $300

■ Unscramble the word:

  D R L B O L R A E L I G N

■ Rollerblading



1 - $400

■ Name the hobby

■ Carpentry 



1 - $500

■ Give synonyms to the highlighted word:
Nowadays big shopping centers have places 
for relaxing. Each member of family can find 
a place of interest.  

■ Large, chilling out, spots of interest 



2 - $100

■ Put the correct form of the verb:
■ Mike offers __________ scuba 

diving at the weekend. (go)

■ To go



2 - $200

■ Name  5 verbs which are 
followed by Gerund:

E.g. 
■ Complete
■ Practise
■ Advice
■ Go
■ Keep



2 - $300

■ Put the correct quantifiers:
Carol has got ______ flour. She can make a 
cake.
Jill has got ________ flour. She can’t make 
a cake.

■ A little, little



2 - $400

■ Fill in correct quantifiers: a lot(of), much, 
few or (a) little.

These days more people are learning how to use 
computers. ______ them have to because of their 
work, some just want to play games. ______ are 
actually interested in computing. You don’t need 
_______ money to buy a computer and ______ 
knowledge of computing is required to use one. 
There are _____ of different uses for them, such 
as letter writing and keeping accounts.
■ A lot of, few, much, a little, a lot of



2 - $500

■ Put the correct form of the verb:
Dan enjoys ______ science fiction.
Cheryl suggested _______ a movie after work.
I miss ______  in the travel industry. Maybe I 
can get my old job back.
Where did you learn _______ Spanish? Was it in 
Spain or in Latin America?
Do you mind _____ me translate this letter?

■ E.g. reading, watching, working, to speak, 
helping 



3 - $100

■ When did the word hobby appear? 
■ In 19 century
■ In 15 century
■ In 18 century
■ In 17 century?

■ In 19 century 



3 - $200

■ Do you believe that: more money is spent 
on gardening than on any other hobby?

■ It’s true.



3 - $300

■ Do you believe that there is a hobby called 
“Tree shaping”?

 

■ It’s a very cool hobby in which you train living 
trees and other woody plants into artistic 
shapes or useful structures. Think about 
growing your own chair! It might take a while 
though.



3 - $400

■ Do you believe that there is such type of 
sport as Extreme Ironing?

■ Yes, it’s a competitive sport, also known as 
“EI”.  Extreme ironing consists of ironing 
clothing in different, usually extreme, 
situations like while rock climbing, surfing, on 
a kayak…



3 - $500

■ What does the phrase “to ride a hobby” 
means?

■ To have some favorite occupation



 Thank You for the game!!!


